The Pi Dental Care Center in Fort Washington is among the most comprehensive dental centers in the world. Recognized internationally for published research, sterling outcomes, incomparable success rates, and innovative treatment planning for complex cases, Drs. Balshi, Wollinger and Bowers offer a range of experience difficult to match.

While Pi enjoys a five-star reputation for cutting edge dental implant treatment using Nobel Biocare’s original Branemark implants, the doctors apply the same attention to detail to even the smallest cosmetic adjustment. From comfortable teeth whitening to complete smile restoration, Pi’s mission is to create smiles so sparkling they actually change lives.

Featured on Good Morning America and The Today Show, Pi is home to a trademarked implant protocol called Teeth In a Day®. This system clinically provides a new smile in a single treatment visit also exceeding standards for patient comfort, old-fashioned compassion, and extraordinary hospitality. “TIAD” is a priceless alternative to removable dentures.

Diplomates of the American Board of Prosthodontists, Drs. Balshi and Wollinger lecture globally to dental and medical specialists, and regularly participate in expanding current solutions for patients with highly compromised dental health. They are among a few in America experienced with zygomatic implants, which eliminate bone grafting for patients without sufficient bone for standard implant therapy.

Drs. Balshi, Wollinger and Bowers enjoy decades of experience and miles of credentials. They quarterback an experienced team who take pride in the rehabilitation of patients seeking comprehensive care. Multi-lingual, Pi welcomes international patients to Philadelphia, making them feel uniquely at home.